
Make the right choice 
for your baling needs...

=
YOUR BEST CHOICE

STANDARD HIGH VERY HIGHLOW

Crop type

Baling and crop 
conditions

Baler type

EXTREME

HD Extra
Pack length 2600m
Extra length for extra density
A high-density solution designed 
for difficult crops - such as barley 
straw - under harsh conditions. HD 
Extra is a cost-efficient twine with 
the same performance as Type 110 
twine.

HD Prime
Pack length 2200m
Prime performance in 
extreme conditions
Tama’s strongest twine, HD 
Prime ensures reliable and 
consistent performance under 
the most challenging conditions.LSB Power XL

Spool length 1650m
Providing the same performance 
as LSB Power, LSB Power XL 
comes in a tall, single spool.

LSB Long
Pack length 3000m
Standard-density solution 
that goes a long way
A cost-efficient solution for 
forage baling, LSB Long is 
similar to Type 150 twine.

LSB Max
Pack length 3200m
Maximum twine for the money
Offering more meters per spool 
than any other big baler twine, LSB 
Max is designed for lower density 
bales such as hay for livestock.

LSB Power  
Pack length 2800m
Powerful and versatile  
for a perfect fit
Designed for all baler densities, LSB 
Power offers the same resistance 
and performance as Type 130 twine.



Our range of TamaTwine+ solutions for large-square 
baling is designed to meet your specific needs.
Whether you require the strongest twine for demanding conditions or 
the longest pack length for lower densities, TamaTwine+ is the perfect 
solution for you, ensuring high performance each and every time.

International Baler 
Twine Segmentation

TamaTwine+ Features

Uniform spool shape for 
trouble-free baling

Unrivaled flexibility, 
strength and 
performance for 100% 
reliable tight knots

Extra pack length for 
higher output, better 
efficiency and less waste

Only range of big baler 
twine fully validated by 
all major baler producers 
for greater compatibility

HD Extra
2600m/pack

HD Prime
2200m/pack

LSB Power 2800m/pack
LSB Power XL 1650m/spool

LSB Max
3200m/pack

LSB Long
3000m/pack

Reliable and consistent 
non-stop baling for 
greater peace of mind
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MAXIMIZE 
YOUR BALING
PERFORMANCE

YOUR
RIGHT
TWINE!

SCAN THIS QR CODE   
TO FIND THE RIGHT 
TWINE FOR YOU. 

Tama CE GmbH
An den Loddenbüschen 81a, 48155 Münster, Germany
Tel: +49 (0) 251 280 580  Fax: +49 (0) 251 280 58 50 
Email: vertrieb@tama-ce.de

The best performing option for 
all crops and balers where high 
density is required. Use it for 
silage and for high density hay 
and straw bales.

Resistance and performance
as Type 130


